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Reading  Week of 5/4/2020 

Lesson 1 DAILY: Please practice your sight word flash cards and ABC flashcards (letter names 
and the sounds of the letters—try to get the long and short sounds of the vowels 
A,E,I,O,U—like the a sound in cat verses the a sound in ate.) 
 
SIGHT WORDS for this week: do, went, just, down, little, only (Please let Miss Sally 
know if you need more flashcards!!) 
 
Substituting Phonemes at the end of words: (Do this one verbally, out loud. No pencil 
and paper.) 

 Have your child listen as you say the word man. Now have them change the 
ending /n/ sound to a /t/ sound. Your child will say mat. 

o Change /g/ in bag to /t/ (sound) bat 
o Change /n/ in can to /b/ cab 
o Change /g/ in bug to /s/bus 
o Change /g/ in dog to /L/  doll 
o Change /t/ in bat to /L/  ball 
o Change /n/ in pin to /g/  pig 

 
Daily Vocabulary: Use these words in conversation to help your child understand what 
they mean and how to use them: 

 Interesting, special, pleased, admired 
Listen to the story: Curious George Makes Pancakes by Margaret and H.A. Rey’s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9ig8rJ4F9E 

 Discuss: this is fiction so the story is make believe. It is in the fantasy genre, 
because things that couldn’t happen in real life happen in the story.  

 Ask your child to predict what will happen in the story. What does the title say 
that Curious George will do? Do you think he will try his best? 

 Stop and discuss what is happening as you listen. Summarize the story out loud 
at the end. 

 How is fantasy different from realistic fiction? (Realistic fiction could really 
happen. Fantasy books could not happen in real life.) 

 
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics: 

 Review your ABC’s with the ABC song 

 Talk about the letter U. Ask your child what Zoophonics character goes with the 
letter. (Umber Umbrella Bird—makes the short U sound, like in the word nut. 

 Write down the words: up, under, us, and uncle. Ask your child to underline the 
letter U in the words.  

 Write the letters: U, C, H on a piece of paper or white board. Say these words, or 
show your child a picture of them and ask your child to identify the name of the 
letter the word starts with: under, cow, horse, up, cut, and hut. 

 
Reader’s Notebook/workbook (Volume 2) pages 67-68 to practice your sight words in 
sentences. 
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Lesson 2: Daily ABC cards and sight word flash card practice!! 
 
Substituting Phonemes at the end of words: (Do this one verbally, out loud. No pencil 
and paper.) 

 Have your child listen as you say the word dot. Now have them change the 
ending /t/ sound to a /g/ sound. Your child will say dog. 

o Change /g/ in hug to /m/  hum 
o Change /n/ in can to /p/ cap 
o Change /b/ in web to /t/  wet 
o Change  /p/ in hop to /t/  hot 

Daily Vocabulary: Use these words in conversation to help your child understand what 
they mean and how to use them: 

 Assistant, generous, shocked, enormous, mayor, volunteers 
 
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics: letter U 

 Ask your child to tell you the sound (not the letter name) they hear at the start 
of these words: 

o Until /u/, us /u/, gold /g/, up /u/, sing /s/, umbrella /u/  

 Say, “Yesterday, we talked about how we can hear the sound for the letter U at 
the start of a word. We can also hear it in the middle of words.” Write these 
words down: rub, sun, hug, bus 

o Ask your child to underline the U in each word.  

 Grab your flashcard for the letter U. Ask your child to hold the card up in the air 
if they hear the /u/ sound at the start of the word. Ask them to hold the card 
down in front of them if they hear /u/ sounds in the middle of the word for 
these words that you will say out loud: us, gum, cut, up, under, and mud. 

 
Reader’s Notebook/workbook (Volume 2) pages 69: 

 Trace and practice the letter U. Write the letter U next to the words that have a 
U in them.  

 
Listen to the story: Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kenvin Henkes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PacweS54au0 

 The author will read the story to you! 

 As you read, pause and discuss what is happening in the story. 

 Talk about the genre: fiction. Is this realistic fiction that could really happen, or is 
it fantasy where it could never happen in real life? 

 Summarize what happened in the story in conversation. 

Lesson 3: Daily ABC cards and sight word flash card practice!! 
 
Substituting Phonemes at the end of words: (Do this one verbally, out loud. No pencil 
and paper.) 

 Have your child listen as you say the word head. Now have them change the 
ending /d/ sound to a /n/ sound. Your child will say hen. 

o Change /t/ in sit to /x/ (x makes the sounds of the letters KS together)  
six 
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o Change /k/ (sound) in sack to /d/ sad 
o Change /z/ (sound) in has to /t/  hat 

 
Daily Vocabulary: Use these words in conversation to help your child understand what 
they mean and how to use them: 

 Assistant, generous, shocked, enormous, mayor, volunteers 
 
Phonemic Awareness/Phonics: 

 Ask your child to give you a thumbs up if they hear short U in words, and a 
thumbs down if they do not hear the sound of short U in the words: 

o mix, run, sat, nut, dog, hit, pup 

 Get out your letter cards for the letters s, u, n, and r 
o Practice blending the sounds for the word one letter at a time: 

 S 
 S-u 
 S-u-n 

o Repeat this for the word run 

 Write down these words for you child: 
o up, pup, mud, fun, rug, cub 

 Have your child use his or her letter sounds to sound out the 
word. Repeat until they are reading at the rate of three seconds 
or so per word.  

o Repeat with these two sentences: 
 Gus got mud on the rug. 
 The cub and the pup had fun. 

 
Reader’s Notebook/workbook (Volume 2) p. 70: Circle the word that matches the 
picture. Think of a word that rhymes with the word you circled. 
 
Phonics and Fluency: Long and short U 

 Teach and model: Remind your child that our Zoophonics friend for the letter U 
Umber Umbrella bird. This character taught us the sound for short U like in the 
word hug and up. Tell them, “Now we will listen for the long U sound. This is 
when the letter says its name." 

o Say these examples aloud for your child to hear: 
 Use, cube, huge, fuse (really emphasize the long U sound in each 

one.) 

 Practice: Say the word unite. Tell your child that you hear the long U sound at 
the start of the word. Then say the word cube. Tell them that they hear the long 
U in the middle of the word.  

o Ask your child to repeat the word and give you a thumbs up for the 
words they hear that have a long U sound and to give you a thumbs 
down and say NO! if they do not hear long U sound in the word: 

 Use these words: unicycle (yes), fumes (yes), bug (no), huge 
(yes), nut (no), menu (yes) 

 Apply: Get out your card for the letter U. Say each of the words below out loud. 
If the word has a short U sound like in bug, have your child put their hands closer 
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together and say “short!”. If the sound has a long U sound, ask your child to 
move their hands further apart, and say, “long!”.  

 Use these words: unicorn (long), unite (long), unit (long), cub 
(short), tub (short), rug (short), cute (long), sun (short) 

 
Read the decodable story: (In your Journeys text book with the barcode and return to 
Naples sticker) page 174 “Fun, Fun, Fun” 

 Your child should try to use his or her letter sounds and sight words to 
read as much of this as they can independently.  

Lesson 4: Daily ABC cards and sight word flash card practice!! 
Rhyme time: remind your child that rhyming words might sound like cat, pat, hat or 
hand, sand, land. They have the same ending sound.  

 Ask your child which of these words rhymes with the word moon: (Write 
these down so that they can see the letter combinations.) 

o Balloon, rock, spoon, cat, cartoon, soon, round, glide 
Substituting Phonemes at the end of words: (Do this one verbally, out loud. No pencil 
and paper.) 

 Have your child listen as you say the word rub. Now have them change the 
ending /b/ sound to /n/ sound. Your child will say run. 

o Change /g/ in log to /t/  lot 
o Change /g/ in tug to /b/ tub 
o Change /t/  in bit to /g/  big 
o Change /t/ in pat to /n/  pan 

Read the decodable story: (In your Journeys text book with the barcode and return to 
Naples sticker) page 180, “Bug and Cat”.  

 Your child should try to use his or her letter sounds and sight words to read as 
much of this as they can independently. 

 
Vocabulary Strategies: Antonyms 

 Tell your child that many words have opposites: easy/hard; little/big 

 Remind your child that the word antonym means opposite. 

 Talk to each other about other words that have antonyms: 
o (Some examples- up/down, happy/sad, off/on, bottom/top) 

Listen to the poems for words that rhyme: “Drinking Fountain”, “The Puppy Chased the 
Sunbeam”  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c40u73zyBc0 
Read copies of our vocabulary reader and leveled readers:  

 Vocabulary reader- I Can!  
o Do response page that goes with it and says “Words to Know” in the box 

at the top. 
o Many students will need help reading all of this on their own.  
o The stories below start easy and get progressively harder. Meet your 

child where he or she is at! 

 Time for Breakfast! 

 Things I Can Do 

 Teamwork 
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